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Let E be a Banach Lattice that has a weak unit and is weakly sequentially 
complete. We assume, without loss of generality, that E is a space of real valued 
measurable functions on a sigma finite measure space X, with the usual partial 
ordering of functions. We consider Birkhotl% (UMB) condition on E and also the 
following weaker condition. 
(C,) If f and g are non-negative functions in E and if f is not zero, then 
Ilf + g/l z llgll. 
Let T be a positive linear contraction on E. Let x be the characteristic function of 
the largest set that is the support of a T-subinvariant non-negative function. A, 
sequence of functions s,, n >O, in E is called a superadditive process if sa =0 and 
s,+ T”sk<s,+k, n, k 20. We assume, without loss of generality, that s, is a 
positive superadditive process and prove the following results on convergence of 
r,=(l/n)s,. 
THFKJREM 1. Assume that (C, ) is satisfied. Then rn A F converges strongly for any 
T-invariant, non-negative function F. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that (UMB) is satisfied and that 
lim inf (l/n) c (s,+, - Ts,) 
1~ O<r<n-l II 
is finite. Then r, 1 converges strongly and r,( 1 - x) A u converges strongly to zero for 
any non-negative u in E. 0 1989 Academrc Press, Inc 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be ‘a Banach Lattice that has a weak unit and is weakly sequen- 
tially complete (Conditions (A) and (B) below). We assume that E is a 
space of (equivalence classes of) real valued measurable functions on a 
o-finite measure space (X, 9, p), with the lattice order being the usual 
ordering of functions; this is not a loss of generality (see, e.g., [ 14, p. 251). 
Let T be a positive (linear) contraction on E. A sequence of functions s,, 
n > 0, in E is called a superadditive process (with respect o T) if 
s() = 0 and s,+ T”sk<s,+k, n, k 2 0. (1.1) 
The sequence s, is called additive if there is equality in the above inequality 
or, equivalently, if 
n-1 
s,= c TX n31,forsomef~E. (1.2) 
i=O 
For a superadditive process s, we will also assume that s, > 0. This is not 
a loss of generality. If s, is not positive then sh = s, - cl:d T’s,, n 3 1, 
s& = 0 is a positive superadditive process. The additive process cy:d T’s1 
is also the difference of two positive superadditive (actually additive) 
processes. 
If s, is superadditive we let 
4, = i ;f’ (s,+ 1 - Tsi), n> 1, 
I=0 
(1.3) 
and 
M = lim inflld,ll. (1.4) 
In a previous article [3] it is shown that if the norm in E satisfies a 
monotonicity condition (C) then the strong truncated limit of (l/n) s, 
exists for additive s,. Here we obtain the same result for superadditive s, 
provided that M < cc and E satisfies the Birkhofl’s monotonicity condition 
(UMB), stronger than (C). In fact under the (UMB) condition the sense 
of convergence of (l/n) s, can be made more precise, even in the additive 
case. Let R be the largest support of a T-subinvariant positive function and 
let N= X- R. We show that (l/n) s,xR converges in norm. This may fail 
under (C) alone, even for additive processes. Also, (l/n) s,xN A u converges 
strongly, to zero, for any non-negative u in E. 
The weakest and simplest monotonicity condition on norm is (C,) [3]: 
Ilf+ gJI > (I gl) whenever f and g are non-negative functions in E and f # 0. 
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It was asked in [ 33 if (C, ) was sufficient for the strong truncated con- 
vergence of (l/n) S, for additive s,. A counterexample was constructed by 
Lin [ 131. However, under (C,) alone we prove that (l/n) S, A 4 converges 
strongly for any (non-negative) superadditive process S, and any 
T-invariant non-negative 4 in E. This will be a crucial step in our 
arguments. 
The superadditive processes in (UMB) Banach Lattices were first con- 
sidered by Derriennic and Krengel [9]. They showed that the strong con- 
vergence of (l/n) s, fails assuming only sup( l/n)ilsJ < co. The assumption 
that M < co appears already if E = L,, since it necessary and sufficient for 
the existence of an “exact dominant” [7]. The assumption that GI < cc was 
also made by Hachem [lo] to obtain the convergence of (l/n) S, in L, 
spaces, 1 < p < co. In these cases M < cc implies the existence of an 
additive process dominating the given superadditive process. In the general 
case of a (UMB) Banach Lattice considered here the superadditive process 
will be dominated “asymptotically” by a sequence of additive processes, 
whenever M < co. Hence, in the general case, instead of a dominant we will 
deal with a “sequence of asymptotic dominants.” 
The results of this paper are applicable in Orlicz spaces satisfying the A, 
condition; in fact, as shown in [4, 51, in an Orlicz space over a non-atomic 
measure space the conditions (C,), (C), and (UMB) are all equivalent to 
each other and to the A, condition. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let E be a Banach Lattice and let E, be the positive cone of E. We 
assume that E satisfies the following two conditions. 
(A) There is an element UE E, such that iffe E, and if u A f=O then 
f = 0. Such a u is called a weak unit. 
(B) Every norm bounded increasing sequence in E has a (strong) limit. 
For future reference we also list the following possible conditions on E 
that will be assumed in some of the results. 
(G) Iff, gEE+ andf#O then IV+ gll > llgll. 
(C) For every 4 E E, and for every number a > 0 there is a number 
p=p(& a)>0 such that if gEE+, llgll < 1, O<f<$ and if llfll >a then 
Ilf+ gll 2 llgll + 8. 
(UMB) For every number a > 0 there is a number /I = P(a) > 0 such that 
lIf+gll2llgll+B whenever f, gEE+, llgll<l and llfll>a. For con- 
venience we also let b(O) = 0. 
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Note that, under the (UMB) condition, if f, g E E, and g # 0 then 
IV+ gll 2 llgll + llgll P(IlfII/IlglI ). Also note that if 0 d $ G 4 and 11~41 6 M
IWII 2 a then II4 - till G 11~11 - MWW 
The (UMB) condition, introduced by Birkhoff [6], is usually stated in 
a different (equivalent) form; for a discussion see [4, 51. Also note that 
(UMB) implies (C) and (C) implies (C,). Finally, (UMB) also implies (B). 
We will, however, still mention the conditions (UMB) and (B) separately 
for the sake of explicitness. 
We are going to assume that E is actually a space of (equivalence classes 
of) real valued measurable functions on a a-finite measure space (X, 9, ,D), 
with the usual ordering of functions. For Banach Lattices satisfying (A) 
and (B) this is not a loss.of generality [ 141. If 4 E E, then the band projec- 
tion P: E + E defined by Pf = lim,(f A n@), f~ E, , has a simple inter- 
pretation in terms of functions. If R = {x I d(x) > 0} is the support of 4 and 
if xR is the characteristic function of R then Pf = x,J is the restriction of 
f to R. The complementary projection Q = 1 -P is the multiplication by 
xN, N= X- R. We will use both of these notations P, Q and xR, xN. 
We recall some of the definitions and results in [3]. If f, is a norm 
bounded sequence in E, then there is a subsequence nj + cc such that 
weak lim,, o3 f,, A (ju) = l(li exists for each j= 1,2, . . . . where u E E, is a 
weak unit. Then $j is a norm bounded non-decreasing sequence in E and 
lim,, m$j= II/ exists. To denote this situation we write WTLf,, = $. 
Furthermore, as shown in [3, (1.8)-J, if f, A u does not converge to zero 
then the subsequence ni can be chosen so that WTL fn, = $ # 0. 
A linear operator T: E -+ E is positive if TE, c E, and a contraction if 
II TII < 1. The averages of T are the operators A, = (l/n) C::d T’, n 2 1. It 
is shown in [3, (1.9)] that if WTF f, = rl/ and WTL( TfH) = IJG’ both exist 
then T$ < II/’ for any positive T. From this it follows easily (see [3, (1.8)] 
that if WTL A,f= + exists then T$ d $, where T is a positive contraction. 
(2.1) LEMMA. Let E satisfy (A) and (B) and let T: E-+ E be a positive 
contraction. Then there is a function q5 E E, such that 
TdQ4 (2.2) 
and 
lim (xNA, f) A g = 0 forall f, gEE,, (2.3) n 
where N = {x I d(x) = 0} is the complement of the support of 4. 
Proof Let 4 be a non-negative subinvariant function for T (i.e., Tc$ < 4) 
with a maximal support (in measure). It is easy to see that such a 4 exists. 
Let N = {x I d(x) = 0). If (xNA, f) A g does not converge to zero for some 
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f; ge E, then there is a subsequence ni such that WTL XNA,Jexists and 
is not zero. If necessary passing a further subsequence we will assume that 
WTL AJ = $ also exists. Then I@ < $ and, as one can see easily, 
xNrj # 0. This is a contradiction as 4 + $ is now a subinvariant function 
with a support strictly larger than the support of 4. Hence 
lim, (XNAnf) A g=O for anyf, gEE+. 1 
Superadditive processes (with respect to a positive contraction T) were 
defined in the Introduction. A key step in our arguments is the following 
theorem. Since it is a direct generalization of a corresponding result 
(Theorem 2.4) in [3] we will just indicate the necessary changes in the 
arguments of [3] and refer to [3] for the complete proof. 
(2.4) THEOREM. Let E satisfy (A), (B), and (C,). Let T: E-+ E be a 
positive contraction and let I$ E E, , Td = 4. If s, is a superadditive process 
such that 0 < (l/n) s, 6 4, n > 1, then (l/n) s, converges trongly. 
Proof: Let g, = (l/n) s,. Then a direct computation (see [ 11) shows 
that 
1 
A n-kgkGn--m 1 <k<n. (2.5) 
Hence we have 
A .-kgkCA i? 1 <k<n. 
Also, 
n-k 
A,g,=-A,~,g,+kA,T”~kg,QA,~kgk+k~, 
n n n 
which gives that 
A.R&n+~dr 1 <k<n. 
Therefore, for a fixed k 2 1, 
1 dk<n, (2.7) 
(2.8) 
lim IIA.g,-(An&T,) A g,ll glim+$ 11411 = 0. ” n (2.9) 
This gives (2.4.1) in [3]. The rest of the proof is exactly as in [3], without 
any changes. 1 
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(2.10) COROLLARY. Let E, T, and I$ be as in the previous theorem but let 
s, be an arbitrary non-negative superadditive process. Then ((l/n) s,) A 4 
convergence strongly. 
Proof. If s, is a non-negative superadditive process and 4 a non- 
negative invariant function for T then, as an easy estimate shows, 
SL = s, A (n4), n 20, (2.11) 
is another superadditive process. The convergence of (l/n) s: = 
((l/n) s,) A 4 then follows from the previous theorem. 1 
3. ASYMPTOTIC DOMINANTS 
Let s, be a non-negative superadditive process in E. A sequence 2, in E 
will be called a sequence of asymptotic dominants for s, if there are 
functions $,k such that 
(3.1) 
and 
lim [lim sup llll/J ] = 0. 
k-30 n--tee 
(3.2) 
Hence, if a superadditive process has a sequence of asymptotic dominants 
then for each E > 0 one can find a 1 in E, and an integer n, such that 
~~~sn-(~~n) A (A,J)i/ CC, forall nano. 
We are going to show that if E satisfies (UMB) and if s, is a non- 
negative superadditive process in E such that M < co, with the notation of 
(1.4), then s, has a sequence of asymptotic dominants. 
(3.3) LEMMA. Let E satisfy (A), (B), and (UMB). Let 4, be a sequence 
in E, such that 11~$,,11 <M for all n. Let T be a positive contraction on E, 
4; = Tb,, and assume that both WTL 4, = $ and WTL( Td,) = WTL 4: = $’ 
exist. Let 
CJ = “f” (lim sup 114, - (4, A iu)ll) 
n 
(3.4) 
0’ = li,m (lim sup 114; - (4; A jz4)li). 
n 
(3.5) 
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Then 
aBa’. (3.6) 
Furthermore, if [I$’ - Tt+b (1 > CI > 0 then 
a - a’ Z M/?( cc/M), (3.7) 
where /I is the function in the (UMB) condition. 
Proof. It is clear that a and a’ both exist. First we prove (3.7). Let k 
be a fixed integer and let 
.fn = 4, A ku (3.8) 
gn=4n-.fn. (3.9) 
Then 
Note that 
lim (lim sup II Tf,, - ( Tfn) A &/I) = 0, 
j n 
since Tfn 6 kTu for all n. Hence 
a’ = lim (lim sup II Tg, - (Tg,) A j,(l), 
i n 
(3.10) 
where the fixed integer k that appears in the definition of g, is arbitrary. 
We will now show that if k is sufficiently large then there are integers n, 
and j, such that 
II(%) A Al > a (3.11) 
for all n 2 n, and for all j 2 j,. Before we prove (3.11), however, we note 
that (3.7) follows from (3.11) easily. In fact, by the remarks that follow the 
statement of the (UMB) condition, (3.11) implies that 
II Tgn - (TgJ A Al G II TgA - MB(aIW, (3.12) 
for all n > no and for all ja j,, where we used the fact that 11 Tg,,/I G I(g,(l < 
ll4,ll< M. Now if E > 0 then we can find a k, and n, such that 
IIgAI = lI.L-K A ku)ll <a+8 
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for all n>n,, whenever the fixed integer k satisfies k 2 k,. This follows 
from (3.5) that defines 0. Hence, if k> k, then lim supn IITg,I/ <a+& and 
the theorem follows from (3.12). 
We now return to the proof of (3.11). Given E > 0 there is a k, such that 
if k 2 k, then 
w-lim f, = w-lim (4, A ku) = tjk 
n n 
(3.13) 
satisfies [I$ - Ic/kll <E, by the definition of + = WTL 4,. 
We also have 
T$, = = Tf., + Tg,, 
which implies that 
Hence 
w-lim [( Td,) A ju - ( Tfn)] = $; - Ttik 
” 
satisfies 
ll(I1/j-Wk)+II GliminfIl(Tg, ~iu)ll. n 
There is a j, such that if j>j, then 
Hence we know that 
II’,&- Wkll> IW- WII -2.5 
ifj<j, and kak,. 
We now note that there is a j, such that II( 11/1- Ttik)- II <E if j> j,. In 
fact, since Tf,, < kTu, we can find a j, such that if 
Tfn = (TfJ A .b + h, 
then Ilh,J <E for all j> j, and for all n. Hence 
shows that 
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or that 
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if j b j,. By letting j, = max( ji, j,) we see that 
lim inf I[( Tg,) A ju(( > II+’ - r$ (( - 36 
n 
if j 2 j, and, of course, if the fixed integer k that defines g, satisfies k 3 k,. 
Since IIt,V - Trl/ 1) > CI, if E > 0 is chosen sulliciently small, then (3.11) follows. 
This completes the proof of (3.7). 
The proof of (3.6) is easy. We always have 
IITg,- (Tg,) A b)ll G II%ll. 
As noted before, however, if the integer k that defines g, is sufficiently large 
then 
II RII 6 II g,ll d 0 + E 
for any pre-assigned (T > 0 and for all sufliciently large n. Hence CT’ < CJ 
follows. 1 
(3.14) LEMMA. Let E satisfy (A), (B), and (UMB). Let 4, be a sequence 
in E + such that 11#,,11 < M for all n. Let T be a positive contraction on E and 
assume that li= WTL( T’b,) exists for each i30. Let 
E,=supll&+k- TkM, k 3 0. 
k2O 
Then lim E, = 0 
Proof: If E, does not converge to zero then there is an a > 0 such that 
E, > a for infinitely many n’s. In this case we can find two sequences n, and 
k, such that 
and such that 
for all i. 
Let 
O~n,<ni+k,~nj+, (3.15) 
111 n,+ k, - TkA,,ll > a (3.16) 
a,=lim {limsup I\(T’gS,)-(T’$,) A ju\\}. 
/ ” 
(3.17) 
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By Lemma (3.3) we have both 
and 
o’n, - (Tn, + k, 2 MB(a/M) (>O), 
which is a contradiction. Hence we must have that lim,c, = 0. 1 
(3.18) THEOREM. Let E satisfy (A), (B), and (UMB). Let s, be a super- 
additive process in E + , with respect to a positive contraction T on E. Let 
q5,=tni’ (si+, - Ts;) (3.19) 
,=O 
and assume that 
M = lim inf 114,11 < co. (3.20) 
Then s, has a sequence of asymptotic dominants, as defined in (3.1) and 
(3.2). 
Proof A simple computation, as given in [ 1, Lemma 11, shows that 
(3.21) 
whenever 1 d n < m. There is a subsequence mk, 1 < mk < mk + r, such that 
M= suP/lGL,II < a. 
k 
(3.22) 
By passing to a further subsequence we will also assume that 
A, = wTL,( Tic/$,,,) (3.23) 
exists for each i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . We claim that I,, is a sequence of asymptotic 
dominants for s,. 
First note that by letting mk + 00 in (3.21) we see that 
n-1 
c &as, (3.24) 
i=O 
for each n 2 1. Let 
lli+li- Tkl.i = pik. (3.25) 
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As proved in [3, (1.9)], pik are non-negative functions. Lemma (3.14) 
shows that for each E > 0 there exists an i, 2 0 such that 
IIPAI <E (3.26) 
for all i 2 i, and for all k B 1. Hence if i > i, and if n > i then 
where 
Then we have that 
lim SUP II$nill = lim Sup i izl pik < s 
n n II /I 
for all i&i,. This shows that I,, is a sequence of asymptotic dominants 
for s,. 1 
(3.27) COROLLARY. Assume that the hypotheses of the previous theorem 
are satisfied. Let N be the set defined in Lemma (2.1). Then (XN( l/n) s,) A g 
converges trongly to zero for each g E E, , 
Proof: Given E > 0 we can find 2 E E, and $, E E, such that (l/n) s, d 
A,I+ r,b,, and such that lim sup 1111/,11 <E. This follows from the previous 
theorem. Then 
Since Il(x,,,A,) A gll +O we see that 
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4. CONVERGENCE ON THE SUPPORT OF A SUBINVARIANT FUNCTION 
Let 4 E E, and TcP < 4. Let P be the band projection induced by 4. Since 
we deal with a lattice of functions, as described before, P is the multiplica- 
tion by the characteristic function of the support of 4. Let Q = 1 - P be the 
complementary projection. If f~ E, and Pf = f then the support off is 
contained in the support of 4. In this case one can see easily from [3, 
Theorem (2.4)] that A,f converges strongly. In fact this is true even if E 
satisfies only (A), (B), and (C i). For a general f~ E, this may not be true, 
however, because of the influence of QJ= f - PJ: We will now show that 
if E satisfies (UMB) then this influence will not affect the strong 
convergence of A,f on the support of 4 (i.e., the convergence of PA,f). 
(4.1) LEMMA. Let E satisfy (A), (B), and (UMB). Let T be a positioe 
contraction on E and let C$ EE, , T# < 4, with the associated projections P 
and Q as defined above. Let f E E + and let E > 0. Then there is an f' E E + 
such that Pf' = f' and such that lim sup 11 A, f' - PA, f 11-c E. 
Proof Let g, = PTf, h, = QT”f, n 2 0. Let 
E,=SUP IIgn+k- T’kll. 
k>O 
We claim that E, + 0 as n + co. If this is not the case then there is an a > 0 
such that 
E, > Ct 
for infinitely many n’s. Hence we can find two sequences ni and ki such that 
O<n,<n,+k,<n,+, 
and such that 
Now 
and 
since 
T”! + klf = Tk,( T”lf ) = Tkl( g, + h,,) 
gn,+k, = PTk& + PTk’hi = Tklggnt + PTklhi, 
Q Tklggn, = 0. 
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Hence 
and 
g,+ k, - Tk’g, = f’Tk’hn, 
h n, + k, = Q Tk’h,, = Tk’h,# - PTk’h,(. 
Since Ilh,ll d Ilfll, the (UMB) condition implies that there is a /I>0 
(depending only on o! > 0 and /IfI/) such that 
IV n,+k,il d 11 Tkkll -B 6 llh,,ll -b 
Repeating this process i times we see that 
IV n,+k,ll G llfll - @ 
for all i = 1, 2, . . . . This contradiction shows that E, + 0. Now given E > 0 
choose n, such that if 
tik = t?no + k - Tkgno 
then 
ii$kil <E for all k 2 0. 
Let f’ = g,,. Then we see easily that 
IIPA n f-A n f’II<2”, llfll +lflcl Ilti ‘n k II nk=O 
which shows that 
lim sup IIPA,f- A,f’II < E. 1 
n 
(4.2) COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of the previous lemma PA,f 
converges strongly for any f E E + . 
Proof This follows from the fact that PA,f can be approximated, 
in the sense of the previous lemma, by A,f’, which is a convergent 
sequence. 1 
(4.3) Remark. If f E E, then PA, f converges to an invariant function. 
In fact, A,, f’ converges to an invariant function7’ and Lemma (4.1) shows 
that 
117’ - lim PA, f /I < E. 
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(4.4) THEOREM. Let E satisfy (A), (B), and (UMB). Let s, be a super- 
additive process in E, such that 
lim inf i yil (si+ 1 - 23,) < cc. 
n /I I=0 II 
Let P be the band projection associated with a subinvariant function q5, 
4 E E + , Tc$ < 4. Then P( l/n) s, converges strongly. 
Proof Given E > 0 we find il E E, such that (l/n) s, Q A,1 + $,, with 
lim sup IItj,II < E. 
Hence 
Let 5 = lim PA,A which is an invariant function. Hence (PA,I) A < also 
converges to 5. This means that 
limsup iiPfsn-(Pisn) h [Ii <E. 
But is is easy to see that Ps, is another superadditive process and, conse- 
quently, (P( l/n) s,) A cl converges strongly, by (2.10). Hence P( l/n) s, 
must also converge. 1 
Hence all parts of the following main result have now been proved. 
(4.5) THEOREM. Let E satisfy (A), (B), and (UMB). Let T be a positive 
contraction on E. Let R be the largest support of a subinvariant function in 
E, and let N be the complement of R. Let s, be a superadditive process such 
that 
lim inf t:il (si+, - Ts) < co. 
II 1=0 II 
Then (l/n) s,,xR converges strongly and I( l/n) s,xn( A g converges strongly 
to zero for each g E E, . 
Nofes added in proof: 1. In the proof of Theorem (2.4) above we refer the reader to the 
argument following the relation (2.41), p. 215 of our article [3]. There is however a gap in 
[3] which we now will correct: It is assumed that lim sup ak > a > 0, from which it is con- 
cluded on p. 216 [3] that ak > a for all sufficiently large k. To justify this, it suffkes to prove 
409.141.‘2-3 
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(*) If lim inf ak = 0, then lim ak = 0. Assume that ak < E for a certain k. Then (2.42) implies 
that there is an n, such that I/ g,--g,ll < 2~ for all n>n,. Since Amgk=gk, we have that 
11 A,,, g. -gkll < 2~ for all n > no, all M. Thus II 2” -gkll < 2.5 for n > n,. Therefore 
a, = lim sup I/ g, - ( gZ A g,)ll < ak + 2s 
t-cc 
for all n > a,, which proves (*). 
2. As observed in our note (Un thboreme ergodique sur-additif en moyenne pour les 
treillis de Banach, C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris Sk. 1 304 (1987), 15-17), our results allow to reduce 
the superadditive rgodic theorem to the additive ergodic theorem. 
(4.6) THEOREM. Ler E satisfv (A), (B), and (UMB). Let T be a posirive contraction such 
that A, f converges in norm for each f in E, (This is true if E is reflexive). Let s, be a super- 
additive process with M < co. Then (l/n)s, converges in norm to an invariant funciion. 
Proof: It suffices to show that (l/n)s,,X, converges in norm to zero. The limit exists for 
s, additive since both (l/n)s, and (l/n)s,X, converge; it is necessarily zero because the trun- 
cated limit of (l/n)s,XN is zero. The result now follows from the existence of a sequence of 
asymptotic dominants. 1 
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